1. Introduction. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p and let G be a finite group. The paper [9] If we imagine starting //off equal to 1 and "moving" //up along a chain of normal subgroups of G, we should see the blocks of G gradually emerge as we look at successively coarser partitions.
In [9] , it was conjectured that for each//, the number of//-cliques of irreducible k[G]-modules is given by the sum Eg #(0, where Q runs through a set of representatives for the G-conjugacy classes of/7-subgroups of G, and where, for each Q, a(Q) is the number of (HnNciQ)) -cliques of irreducible k[Nc(Q)]-modules that contain only modules with vertex Q. When H = 1 this formula is Alperin's Conjecture [1] ; when H = G this formula is essentially Brauer's First Main Theorem on Blocks. (Adding Brauer's First Main Theorem over all possible defect groups gives this formula.) For a proof of this conjecture for any H in the special case when G is /7-solvable, see [10] . To test this conjecture, it is necessary to develop a theory of cliques analogous as much as possible to the theory of blocks. This paper is part of such a theory.
In If this theorem had been available at the time [9] was written, it would have simplified considerably the induction proof of the main theorem in that paper.
The proof of this theorem requires the use of the deepest theorems from Dade's Clifford Theory, developed in the papers [5] , [6] , and [7] .
For the remainder of the introduction, let G, //, P, and k be as in Theorem 1. [b] . We abbreviate the name of this group to (G/H) [b] . Applying O to the old twisted group algebra gives a subalgebra of the new twisted group algebra. We are thus reduced to studying the relationship between the two groups (G/H) [b] and (G/H) [b] . All of Section 3, the bulk of the paper, is devoted to this study. After we identify (G/H) [ 2. Notation and assumptions. Throughout the paper, p is a prime number and k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. All algebras in this paper are assumed to be algebras over k.
If K is a subgroup of the group G,
Let T be a (possibly infinite) group. A T-gradedalgebra is an algebra^ together with a direct sum decomposition of subspaces
such that for all a and r in T,
where vl a^r is the subspace generated by all products xy with JC G A a and _y G ^4 T . The subspaces A 0 are allowed to be 0.
h fully Y-graded algebra is a T-graded algebra satisfying the additional condition
for all a and r in T. Fully T-graded algebras are the same as the graded Clifford systems discussed in Dade's earlier papers. For a discussion of the reason for this change in terminology, see [8] .
Let N be a normal subgroup of a finite group G. Let b be a block of k[N]; then Gb is defined to be the the inertia group in G of b\ that is, G\, = {x G G : If = b}. Let (p be a &[W]-module; then G^ is defined to be the inertia group in G of ip; that is, G^ = {xeG:<p x^ ip}. For all of the paper, assume the following hypothesis. HYPOTHESIS 2.1.
G is a finite group. 2. P is ap-subgroup of G such that G = PCG(P). 3. H is a normal subgroup ofG. 4. G = G/P. 5. for any g G G, g is its image under the natural projection onto G/P. 6. for any subgroup K ofG, K is its image under the natural projection onto G/P. 7. O: k[G] -> k[G\ is the surjective algebra homomorphism which sends each g in G tog. 8. P<H. 9. b is a block ofk[H] corresponding to the primitive central idempotent e. 10. b = Q>(b). 1ë = Q>(e).
Note that by a standard theorem about blocks (see for example V4.6 in Feit[l 1]), e is a primitive central idempotent of G corresponding to the block b. •
Behavior of Dade's twisted group algebra under reduction modulo

In his paper Block Extensions [7], Dade identifies an important subgroup (G/H)[b]
of Gb/H, which is defined as follows.
By Proposition 2.17 in [7], the group (G/H)[b]
is a normal subgroup of Gb/H. This subgroup is important because of the following theorem. THEOREM PROOF. This follows easily from Theorem 3.2.
(DADE). The algebra
•
We can perform the same construction after reduction modulo P to get a subgroup
V{(G/H)[b]) < (G/H)[bl
The aim of the first part of this paper is to show that the quotient of these two groups has order a power of p. See Section 3.11 for an example in which their quotient is not trivial.
We will need the following elementary lemma.
LEMMA 3.4. Let Dbea p-subgroup of G with P < D. Then C G (D) < CQ0) and the quotient of these two groups is a p-group.
PROOF. Let a be an element of CQ(D), and let x G G be a member of the coset a.
Suppose there is an element of The proof of this theorem requires a careful analysis of several Clifford extensions. Before giving the proof, we will define the extensions and give a number of lemmas about the relationship between them.
Clifford extensions.
We need to recall the definition of Clifford extensions. This concept was introduced by Dade in [5] .
Let AT be a (possibly infinite) group and let N be a normal subgroup ofK. Let (p be an irreducible (finite dimensional) &|7V]-module. We will now define a central extension 
The To this extension, we associate a "bilinear form" u, which is defined as follows.
Conjugation of elements of C G {D){(p) by elements of Nn(D){ip) defines an action of
NH(D)^ on C G (D)((f) which is trivial on the central subgroup k* and on the quotient C G {D)^ J' CH(D).
(See the last paragraph of page 201 of Dade's paper [7] for an explanation of why the action is trivial on the quotient.) We define UJ by 
The extension Nç(D)((p). Let fi -0(/3) and let (p be the irreducible module over k[C H (D)] corresponding to ip. Note that N^D) = N G (D) and that N^D)^ = N G (L%.
The second Clifford extension we wish to consider is
We now compare the Clifford extensions N G (D)(tp) and Nç(D)(<p).
LEMMA 3.6. There is a commutative diagram as follows.
where the vertical arrow on the right is the natural map.
It should be noted that the second and third vertical arrows are not isomorphisms; they both have kernels isomorphic to Pj (P n Z(D) s j. •
PROOF. The map O sends the algebra k[N G (D)^] onto the algebra klN^D)^]. The algebra k[N G {D\] is fully N G {D\ /C//(D)-graded and hence is also N G (£% /PC H (D)-graded; the algebra klN^D)^ is fully 7V^(D)^,/C//(jD)-graded; the map O induces an isomorphism from N G (D)^ /PC H (D) to N^D)^ / CH(D) and respects the gradings. The map O sends the annihilator M(<p>) of (p in &[C//(Z))] into the annihilator M(p) of (p in
The extension Nç(D)((p) and the form U2.
LEMMA 3.7. There is a unique block J3 of k[DC'fj(D)] which covers (3. The block J3 has the following properties.
1. ft has defect group D.
J3 R = b.
Let (p be the restriction to k[Cff(D)] of the unique irreducible module in fThen (p is the unique irreducible k[Cff(D)]-module covering (p.
PROOF. Since DCff(D)/DC H (D)
is ap-group (by Lemma 3.4), it follows from V3.5 of Feit's book [11] 
To this extension we associate a "bilinear form" UJI, which is defined as follows: We define the group C^D)^ to be the preimage in CQ(D)^ of the right kernel of a;; that is, Cà(D) U2 
The isomorphic extensionsNç(D)((p)/Q andNQ{D){(P){^)).
The group TV^D)^) has a subgroup C^0)((p) which is a central extension of C^D)^ /C H {D) by &*. Since Cff(D)(p/CH(D)
is a/7-group and A: is of characteristic /?, it follows from III 10.2 in [2] or from Remark 7 in [3] that this central extension splits; the group Cft(D)((p} is an internal direct product k* x Q where Q is a/?-group isomorphic to C^(Z))^/C//(D).
The fourth extension we want to consider is
Let T/; be the 1-dimensional &[&* x g]-module on which g acts trivially and elements of the group &* act by ordinary scalar multiplication. Since ip is stable in Nç(D)(ip), we have the Clifford extension
Since Cfj{D)((p) is the preimage of C^D)^ in NQ(D)((P) under the map NQ(D)(Ç>) -> NQ{D)(P in the diagram above, there is a natural isomorphism NQ(D)((P)/Cfj(D)((p) -NG0)*/CH(P)<P.
LEMMA 3.8. Consider the diagram
where the arrow on the right is the natural isomorphism described above. There is an isomorphism to replace the dotted arrow so that the diagram commutes. ((p) ty that are in one of the subspaces of the grading
The [13] ), this group homomorphism is in fact an isomorphism.
The isomorphism between NQ0)(<P) and NQ0){(P)(\I)).
NOW we will use the main theorem from Dade's paper [5] Thus there is a natural iso-
The main theorem from [5] , described on page 236 (the first page of the paper), tells us that there is an isomorphism Nç0)((p) -> NQ0){(P){^}) such that the following diagram is commutative (where of course the arrow on the right is the natural isomorphism).
-
The big diagrams. Assembling the diagrams from Sections 3.4, 3.6, and 3.7, we obtain a commutative diagram as follows.
Next, we will consider a diagram that is a subdiagram of this one in the sense that all the groups are subgroups of the groups of this diagram and all the arrows are restrictions of the arrows in this diagram. (D) . Then/ = ay for some a £ k*. Since K^/C^D) is a p-group, the order of r is a power of/?; thus of" = 1 for some n so a = 1.
• As a consequence of this lemma, the conjugation action The form ûJï differs from the original form uj2 only in the inessential way that we have replaced the left hand side by a group that is naturally isomorphic to the quotient of the original side modulo a subgroup in the left kernel of the original form. In particular, the forms 0J2 and uj2 have the same right kernel. Now we define a form associated to the last rows of the big diagrams above. 
